
Let Tech Do
The Dirty Work

In this industry, you are constantly throwing things away.
However, are you aware that there are valuable resources
you throw away when you operate without a
transportation management system (TMS)? Resources like
money, time, accuracy, security, compatibility, and data?

It's easy to let work pile up so high that you lose sight of
these factors, but they shouldn't be overlooked. Take a
load off and get back to the real work while we tackle
your dirty work: transportation management.

Qv21 is the industry-leading TMS for short-haul, bulk
commodity trucking companies. We’ve been a
sustainable, cost-effective technology partner to some of
the nation’s largest transfer waste haulers helping them
transform their dispatch and field operations, as well as
their back-office teams. We take great pride in being able
to work with any customer, regardless of how they haul.
Waste Haulers like you are navigating their operations
with our system, The LogisticsFramework™, and its
insights. 
 
We make it simple for you to save money, increase
efficiency, and remove barriers to your waste hauling
operation. 

What are you throwing away
when you don't use a TMS?

Dump Your Business Barriers, Start Fresh With Our TMS

Our TMS optimizes everything, providing max ROI and
opportunities to scale your efforts daily

Money

Time is of the essence, so we provide real-time visibility
to keep your team updated, connected, and efficient

Time

Instant data means instant insight to make informed, accurate
decisions about your trucks, drivers, loads, and more

Accuracy

Secure SaaS products like ours ensures a protected
operation and a safe way to store all your data

Security

Our TMS is designed for the short-haul, bulk commodity
space, seamlessly connecting to any operation blueprint

Compatibility

With everything collected at the source and stored in the
cloud, you'll never have to worry about lost data

Data

Interested in Logistics Without Barriers? 
Call us at (855) 853-7821 or email info@Qv21.com to schedule a business consultation today. Qv21.com


